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JC Lattès - Le Masque 17 rue Jacob 75006 Paris - France



www.editions-jclattes.fr www.lemasque.com



LITERATURE HERVÉ LE TELLIER All the Happy Families Toutes les familles heureuses



A moving novel full of humour, originality and kindness about the history of a family which will appeal to a large audience. “ It appears there would be scandal in not having loved one’s parents. I was not an unhappy child, nor was I deprived or abused. But, early on, I understood that something wasn’t right at home, and I wanted to leave. I did so at a very young age. My father and step father are now dead and my mother is crazy. They will never read this book and I ﬁnally feel like I have the right to write it. I hope I can speak without anger about this bizarre family and describe it without complaint. I would even like to make the reader laugh, without regret.” Sometimes escape is the only option and, despite the vulnerabilities it can cause, children often owe their strong love of life to having broken free. 224 pages, August 2017



Listed for Prix Renaudot 2017!



RIGHTS ALREADY SOLD Germany (DTV) US (The Other Press)



ARIANE MONNIER The Rectory Le Presbytère



A powerful, disturbing novel where the author unmasks the violence in human relationships behind the apparent tranquility of a well-to-do family.



Ariane Monnier is a doctor in anthropology and the author of an essay, Les procès Colonna, Chaïb, Bissonnet. Anthropologie de trois affaires judiciaries, (Editions du Bord de l’Eau). Le Presbytère is her ﬁrst novel.



In the early seventies, Balthazar Beranger moves into an old rectory on the edge of town with his young wife Sonia. The house is set aback from the street and its beautiful windows are hidden by a large basswood tree. Balthazar is a young doctor who is determined to raise his children as real human beings. They are kept isolated from a world he considers detrimental to their imagination and are introduced to music and lessons in morality, while their mother submits to her husband’s toxic combination of charm and violence. Helpless puppets at the hands of their father whose punishments, demands and humiliations worsen with each passing day, the children learn to be silent. Ariane Monnier’s ﬁrst novel describes a house where the rooms are progressively transformed into a stage for spectacles of cruelty, where one can hear terrible whispers through barely open doors. 270 pages, August 2017



“Ariane Monnier builds suspense like an author of thrillers. We have no idea when tragedy will strike, but we know it will be dreadful.” LES INROCKS “Page after page, ﬂights of fantasy and reverie come to the rescue of an unbearable reality. Beautiful.” LE PARISIEN



Frankfurt 2017



Member of the Oulipo, Hervé Le Tellier is the author, among others, of two critically acclaimed novels with JC Lattès: Assez parlé d’amour and Electrico W. In 2013 he was awarded the Grand Prix for Dark Humor for Contes liquides.
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LITERATURE



HIGHLIGHT MONICA SABOLO Summer



During a picnic on the banks of Lake Leman, nineteen year old Summer suddenly vanishes. The last image anyone had of her was of a young blond woman in jean shorts running through the ferns. Was she swallowed up by the wind, the trees, the water? Or was she somewhere else? Twenty-ﬁve years later, her younger brother Benjamin is overcome with memories. Summer appears in his dreams, graceful and ghostlike, and awakens family secrets long-since silenced to preserve appearances. How does one live with ghosts? Powerful, startling and poetic, Summer is the author’s most ambitious novel to date, and no doubt the most romanesque, with a story that combines bewitching atmosphere and riveting psychological suspense.



“W



Frankfurt 2017



Summer was nineteen when she mysteriously disappeared. When her brother investigates twenty-ﬁve years later, family secrets painfully surface.
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270 pages, August 2017



Between accomplished thriller and silky, toxic poetic writing –



brings to mind Laura Kasischke – Monica Sabolo decided not to choose. TELERAMA



At the crossroads of Virgin Suicides by Jeffrey Eugenides



and The Girls by Emma Cline, Monica Sabolo’s powerful novel on teenage torment and the destructive power of secrets. LIRE RIGHTS ALREADY SOLD: Germany (Suhrkamp) Russia (Arkadia)



”



©F. Mantovani



ith Summer, Monica Sabolo conﬁrms her talent in capturing the imperceptible. In this tale about a young girl’s disappearance, the author dissects a privileged community blinded by denial. Intense. ELLE



Ex journalist, Monica Sabolo now devotes all her time to writing. Her novel, Tout cela n’a rien à voir avec moi, published in 2013 with JC Lattès, won the Prix de Flore and was translated in several countries.



Listed for Prix Goncourt 2017!



LITERATURE ARNAUD DE LA GRANGE The Black Winds Les Vents noirs



In the early twentieth century, a man embarks on a search for a fugitive amid the stunning, grandiose landscapes of Siberia and the Taklamakan desert.



300 pages, August 2017



ISABELLE MONNIN Mistral perdu ou les événements Mistral Lost



The intimate story of two sisters growing up in the countryside of France in the nineteen eighties, and the death of one of them.



Isabelle Monnin was a grand reporter for the Nouvel Observateur magazine. Today she divides her time between publishing and writing. She is the author, with Alex Beaupin, of Les Gens dans l’enveloppe 90,000 copies sold).



A story of politics and believing you belong to the whole, and then, not understanding at all. A story of Me and Us and how those two intimidate each other, seek each other out and sometimes ﬁnd each other; and then tear each other apart. A story of yesterday where only the future counted, and a story of today, sick with memories of the past. It is no doubt nostalgia, but more than that : in the memory of what was lie perhaps the seeds of what will be reborn, after the catastrophe. 320 pages, September 2017



DOMINIQUE SCHNEIDRE Three Glasses of Vodka Trois verres de vodka



Three Gasses of Vodka recounts the fascinating atmosphere in France in the 70’s, a most creative era when people were not fearful of modernity, and the friendship between a young Parisian and a Polish movie director.



Dominique Schneidre is the author of nine novels, among which, Atteinte à la mémoire des morts (Robert Laffont, 1987), Ce qu’en dit James (Seuil, 2007) and Avons-nous assez navigué (Lattès, 2014).



Cecile is a psychologist and dreams of writing. Tom is an American student, and part-time screenwriter who came to Paris to evade the draft for the Vietnam War. They have only known each other for a short time but have fallen in love. One night a boisterous ﬁlmmaker, Andrzej Zulawski, enters their lives, and with him, all of Poland. In those years, 1975-1985, the West is enjoying its freedom while Poland is ﬁghting for hers. 320 pages, August 2017



Frankfurt 2017



Arnaud de La Grange is a journalist, grand reporter in Africa and China. He belongs to that special category of traveling writers such as Sylvain Tesson and Jean-Christophe Ruﬁn. Les Vents noirs is his ﬁrst novel.



On mission for the French government, Lieutenant Verken must ﬁnd and take into custody the archeologist explorer Emile Thelliot. As he slowly gains ground on his prey, the ofﬁcer discovers in Thelliot a man of passion, a political and military strategist, a genius whose dreams have gotten the better of him. These two men, so different in character, are nevertheless on a similar quest for meaning. A novel of epic dimensions that is also a reﬂection on the intimate wounds inﬂicted by family and war, on the incapacity of some men to accept an ordinary life, on dreams, obsession and human folly.
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LITERATURE MARC TRÉDIVIC The Yellow Shop Le Magasin jaune



In early 1929 a young couple buys a failing toy store in Pigalle. Gustave and Valentine were hoping that selling joy would bring them happiness. They paint the store mimosa yellow and The Yellow Shop was born. Parents and children ﬂock to the shop, the windows are brightly lit with animated toys. Once inside, the noises and smells of the city disappear. But outside, the world is changing. The stock market crash, followed by political crisis shrouds everything. Then comes war and the German occupation. Can the Yellow Shop survive in the midst of so much horror and brutality? Or is it now just a prison of illusions and lies? Gustave uses it as a refuge and hides his secrets. Valentine wants to escape. Only the children continue to come and play. From 1929 to 1942, Le Magasin jaune retraces the history of a place of joy and desperation and where resistance ﬁnally triumphs over resignation. Through it all, the cold, enigmatic eyes of Arlequin send a warning: happiness is as fragile as a porcelain doll. 324 pages, October 2017



Judge for the prosecution with the antiterrorist department of the Paris judiciary court, Marc Trévidic is now vice-president of the Lille judiciary court and author of several successful books, all published with Lattès Au Coeur de l’antiterrorisme (essay 2010), Terroristes (essay, 2013) and Ahlam sold in 6 countries.



ABOUT HIS PREVIOUS BOOK AHLAM • sold in 6 countries: Germany, Italy, Spain, Greece, Hungary and Serbia • 50,000 copies sold in France



XAVIER DE MOULINS Risking Love Les Hautes lumières



In this fast-paced novel, Xavier de Moulins explores the destructive power of desire, human ambivalence and the irony of fate. Nina is a hairdresser in Bondy, a suburb of Paris, and her husband, Tahar, is a taxi driver born in Morocco. This is a love story with both its shadows and light. It is the story of a struggle: Nina can’t conceive a child but is willing to do anything to become a mother. With Tahar, they adopt a boy in Morocco and begin a battle with the French administration that refuses his entry into France. It is a story of conﬂicting desires: While Nina is in El Jadida ﬁghting with the Moroccan administration, Tahar, who remained in France, meets a young photographer who offers her help in getting their child into France illicitly… In the ensuing race against the clock, some will give in just before the ﬁnish line, others will arrive at their goal but what will be the price to pay? All will have taken the risk to love. 356 pages, October 2017



Xavier de Moulins is a journalist and news anchorman on French television. Since his book Que ton règne vienne, published in 2014 with Lattès, he explores the modern mechanisms of the couple and the family.



Frankfurt 2017



The story of a Parisian toy store from the late nineteen twenties up to the Second World War.
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SUSPENSE YVES MAGNE And Then There Was Silence Et puis le silence



A sometimes bitter, but also sometimes luminous novel that alternates between present and past to better give rise to the intimate voice of this universal drama. Somewhere in Europe in the present day, an unnamed country is in the last throes of a devastating civil war. A handful of volunteers on a humanitarian mission are forced to ﬁnd refuge in an isolated barn in order to escape an invisible sniper. One of the members of the group is wounded and, unable to move, is left to lie outside on the ground. His cries for help provoke feelings of guilt and anxiety in those inside the barn and punctuate their agonizing wait. Will they dare risk their lives to aid their fallen comrade? These are men and women who made a conscious choice to help others, but how far will they go when their own life is at stake? Will their duty to others be stronger? The stiﬂing, nerve wracking tension inside the barn continues for over twenty hours while each one of them must search their past and confront their weaknesses and contradictions in an attempt to ﬁnd the answers. What brought them there to that time and place? 220 pages, October 2017



JEAN-FRANCOIS PAROT The Prince of Cochinchina Le Prince de Cochinchine



Volume 14 of the famous series with hero Nicolas Le Floch that has sold over one million copies and widely translated abroad.



Ex-diplomat, specialist of 18th century history, Jean-François Parot and his hero Nicolas Le Floch have, with each book, acquired an ever-growing impassioned audience.



In Brittany for the birth of his grandchild in 1787, Nicolas Le Floch narrowly escapes an assassination attempt. The country of France is weary with ever rising debt and the weaknesses of King Louis XVI and foreign enemies bolstered by internal conspiracies will do what they can to undermine the realm. Faced with multiple suspects, the Commissioner of extraordinary affairs will also have to uncover the perpetrator of a mysterious murder and deal with the sabotage efforts of notorious foreign powers, as well as the fearsome Oriental sect linked to the opponents of the Prince of Cochinchina: the Triade. He will ﬁnd himself protector of the young Prince Canh, heir to the realm of Annan. Once again, Nicolas Le Floch, with the support and conﬁdence of the King will mobilize his friends in order to solve a chilling enigma mixing state and criminal affairs. Although he will be successful in his endeavors, his personal life will be plagued with dismal thoughts about the passage of time and threats from the future. 450 pages, October 2017



A SUCCESSFUL SERIES! • Sold in 13 countries • Over 1 million copies sold



Frankfurt 2017



Yves Magne is the pseudonym of a writer who, until now, has been known mostly for his entertaining crime and historical novels. With Et puis le silence, he enters both a darker and more profound domain.
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SUSPENSE LAURENCE GAVRON Fouta Street Winner of the Prix du roman d’aventures 2017



Takko appears to want to respect her ancestors’ traditions but one night she disappears from her home without a trace. News of this shameful departure spreads like wildﬁre through the traditionalists of the Peul community. Then, Yoro is found dead in his apartment. The ensuing investigation combining two very different worlds: timeless Senegalese tradition and modern New York, would be inextricable if the Police Commissioner of Dakar, Souleymane Gaye, did not happen to be on vacation in New York and decide to take on the job. 250 pages, October 2017



Laurence Gavron lives in Dakar, produces ﬁlm documentaries, writes regularly for the local press and has done several photo expositions. She recently became Senegalese herself. She is the author of Boy Dakar (2008) and Hivernage (2009), both published with Le Masque



VIVIANNE PERRET The Queen of Budapest La Reine de Budapest
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This trip to Budapest will take Houdini to the heart of a mystery with deep connections to his own origins. In Budapest in 1902 during a European tour, the American magician Harry Houdini, his wife Bess and his assistant Jim take a side trip to visit the Hungarian capital where Houdini was born. During their stay, Houdini meets the enigmatic Madame Kestenbaum, a young woman who claims to have lost her memory. Her family has identiﬁed her but she feels threatened by her sister Klara who seems to hate her and her brother-in-law Istvan Miloth and his very peculiar practices. She asks Houdini for his help but his mind is on another affair: the body of a young librarian was found in a fountain twenty-four hours after his death. Houdini is certain that the boy was murdered and wants justice to prevail. When he learns that the boy was last seen at the Miloth home, he is convinced the two affairs are related. 250 pages, October 2017



Vivianne Perret is a historian, writer, journalist and insatiable globetrotting polyglot. Fascinated with “behind the scenes” History, she is specialist of America, especially the mythical ﬁgure of Buffalo Bill and the Lakota Indians.



VOLUMES 1 & 2 HOUDINI MAGICIEN & DÉTECTIVE



LE KAISER ET LE ROI DES MENOTTES



Frankfurt 2017



Takko Deh is Senegalese and was promised at a very young age to marry her cousin, Yoro Sow, a man she never met. The marriage is made ofﬁcial without his presence and Takko is sent to Brooklyn, New York to join her husband. Yoro is a good, average husband, but whose ideas about life have nothing to do with love.



“A true magician in the art of manipulation, Vivianne Perret weaves an intrigue full of false leads mixing ﬁction and true events of Houdini’s life.” Historia



roman



Vivianne Perret



“With her usual verve, historical references and humor, Vivianne Perret entertains as much as she captivates us with a hero that we all thought we knew… but as it turns out, we don’t.” L’Alsace



NON-FICTION ISABELLE FILLIOZAT: A PARENTING SERIES Isabelle Filliozat advocates for positive parenting. She believes in a non-violent approach based on listening and empathizing, and taking into account a number of recent ﬁndings in neurobiology. In each book, she targets a particular age group, identifying the typical “problems” with one or two illustrations; provides scientiﬁc explanations about what is happening in the child’s brain; and lastly suggests practical solutions to remedy the problem.



ISABELLE FILLIOZAT & ANOUK DUBOIS We Just Don’t Understand Each Other Anymore Isabelle Filliozat offers a helpful new look at the motivations behind adolescent behavior, of which both parents and teens themselves are often unaware. All adolescents are different. Some get through this period cooped up in their room, others go out every night. Some spend their time slouched on the living room sofa, others get deeply involved in sports, sometimes to the point of putting their health in jeopardy. Yet certain similarities can be drawn as they are all going through a crisis, a very complex transformation. Adolescence is a worrisome time and the dangers are real: alcohol, sex, drugs, excessive speed, dropping out of school, eating disorders… And in order to get through this period, teenagers need their parents by their side, not staring them down. In the same structure as her previous titles, On ne se comprend plus explores adolescent psychology, and certain aspects of biology and physiology, from the early stages of adolescence (ages 11-12) through the middle and then the late stages at 16 and 17. THE SERIES:



220 pages, September 2017



Sold in 16 languages!



I’ve Tried Everything!



Isabelle Filliozat is a psychotherapist and director of L’Ecole des Intelligences Relationnelle et Emotionnelle. Author of several books, among which, Au Coeur des emotions de l’enfant, Il n’y a pas de parent parfait. Anouk Dubois is a psychomotor therapist and instructor for early childhood, and an illustrator.



320,000 copies sold!



Rebelliousness, tears and tantrums: getting through ages 1 to 5. “I’ve tried everything but nothing works. He just keeps at it!” An often heard complaint from exhausted, frustrated parents. Fights about getting dressed, cleaning up, leaving for school or going to bed... Strict parents often see this behavior as laziness, insolence or even worse, as signs of a weak character. Permissive parents feel guilty and think they are doing something wrong. What if there were other highly plausible explanations?



My Kid Is Driving Me Crazy!



Keys to understand children’s behavior from age 6 to 11. At this age, children can be disorganized or violent at school, lacking in concentration or self-esteem, congenital liars or intolerant to frustration, bed-wetters, friendless or bad-mannered, but there are always reasons behind their behavior. Children are gaining autonomy and must be accompanied on their path to independence. However, the ﬂuctuating boundary between not enough and too much control is not easy to deﬁne.



Frankfurt 2017



On ne se comprend plus
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NON-FICTION LAURENT ALEXANDRE AI Versus Human Intelligence La Guerre des intelligences



Laurent Alexander takes on artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) and the dizzying mutations it will provoke in our daily lives, particularly in the way we think about education. On the one side, AI is progressing faster than anyone predicted. Each year the learning speed of AI is multiplied by 100. On the other, we have schools that haven’t evolved in 250 years that are preparing our youth for careers that won’t exist in the near future. Few curriculums have integrated programs on AI. What impact will this have on the job market? How can we make sure our biological brains remain complimentary to AI and are not engulfed by it? How will our children be able to remain competitive with AI? What path shall Humanity choose for our future? Should we accept daunting transhumanism that will biologically “upgrade” us while keeping us human or should we strive to fusion with AI and become cyborgs?



Laurent Alexandre is a renowned surgeon and founder of several businesses. He sold the medical web site Doctissimo in 2008. Today he is head of DNAVision, European leader in genetics and genomics. His essay, La mort de la mort provoked numerous debates in the media.



250 pages, September 2017



ANNIE KAHN On the Absurdity of Being a Workaholic De l’absurdité d’être accro au boulot
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A lively examination of multiple studies done around the world on ofﬁce life. “Happiness at the work place” has never been a hotter topic than today. Some business CEO’s call it a strategic objective. I have been following the latest research in psychology, sociology and neuroscience all over the world. Study results from laboratories in Washington, Boston, Beijing, Singapore, Paris and Toulouse, among others, are often unknown to the general public. Through their analysis, I have discovered numerous, surprising and edifying paradoxes in work world. The most pertinent and recent ﬁndings assembled in this book will cover, among others: - How to diagnose one’s boss. - Realize that having spouse and children is a plus for your career. - How to get the best out of technology and resist the worst. - Learn to know one’s faults and how to proﬁt from them. We also learn that: - Working to all hours is counter-productive, according to Silivia Bellezza of Columbia Business School; - Devoted fathers improve the global productivity of a company. To name only a few… 300 pages, October 2017



Frankfurt 2017



How will man survive the immense challenges of artiﬁcial intelligence, by one of the most visionary analysts of revolutions in technology. Can artiﬁcial intelligence surpass humans? How must Education evolve?



Annie Kahn is a journalist with Le Monde since 1987 and is in charge of editorial development. She is also an engineer and business administrator and therefore has extensive inside knowledge of the workings of a company.



NON-FICTION CARLOS TINOCO, SANDRINE GIANOLA & PHILIPPE BLASCO The Gifted and Everyone Else Les Surdoués et les autres



Understanding the gifted means ceasing our efforts to make them conform at all costs. Usually the gifts of exceptional people are described but never explained and we offer them tools designed to help them adapt to our world. In this essay, intelligence is looked at from an anthropological point of view, that of a human being whose awareness of time and death condition his thoughts.



Using anthropology as a basis, the authors delve into philosophy, epistemology, sociology, neuroscience, and psychoanalysis combined with their personal experience as clinicians, teachers and human beings. It is urgent that we begin to understand in order to cease our fascination. 220 pages, January 2018



By the same author:



Smart, Way Too Smart Intelligents, trop intelligents



A brilliant essay that explores the meaning of intelligence. Gifted children are fascinating. An abundance of books have been written about them over the past thirty years. They are envied for their capacities and pitied for their now fully recognized sufferings. And although the psychological characteristics they share have been identiﬁed: a strong desire for autonomy, hypersensitivity, intolerance to boredom, a propensity for existential musings – they remain an enigma. This book proposes a different perspective: instead of studying the superior capabilities of the gifted, it investigates the reasons why “normal” intelligence is inhibited. What if highly intelligent people did not have any real gift but a certain type of ‘psychic positioning’, a unique relationship to the world that was capable of producing remarkable results? What, then, does it really mean to be intelligent? 380 pages, April 2014



After obtaining a master’s degree in Philosophy and teaching, Carlos Tinoco is now a psychoanalyst. He is the author of Intelligent, trop intelligents/Les surdoués: De l’autre coté du miroir. Sandrine Gianola is a psychoanalyst and founder of the “Echo errant-Art et Psychoanalysis”, an association that organizes art workshops for the gifted. Philippe Blasco is a gardener, author and psychoanalyst. He organizes workshops in poor urban communities and prisons.



Frankfurt 2017



By analyzing the “folly” of ordinary people, they hope to do away with the myth of “emotional immaturity” so often associated with “the gifted”. This change of perspective results in a radical modiﬁcation of the way we question certain contemporary problems: the crisis of authority, the crisis of values, the quest for subjectivity or the myth of the disenchantment of modern life.
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NON-FICTION EDOUARD PHILIPPE Men Who Read Des hommes qui lisent



“When I look at my library, I see what I have learned and a good part of what I love. These books have made me into the man I am. Novels, essays, manuals, albums, all jumbled together, contemplated at length or forgotten, rediscovered and discussed. A library is where the memories of our existence are stored. It whispers past joys, murmurs our ﬂaws and betrays promises of reading.



Des hommes qui lisent tells the story of a man through the books he has loved and the books that profoundly inﬂuenced him: books that made a son out of him, a father, a citizen, a politician. It explains a commitment, a vision, a way of thinking, doubts and choices.



20,000 copies sold! 8 weeks on the bestselling lists!



“



Frankfurt 2017



Books are a connection between men. It sounds like a catch phrase but it is quite real and particularly evident in my own family history. In my relationship with my father but also in my grandfather’s journey through life and in the lives of those close to me and whom I hold dear.”
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A wonderful essay about the writers who have made him who he is. ELLE In a very personal account, the French Prime Minister speaks of his relationship to literature and makes reading a political affair. LA CROIX



”



©Benoît Granier/Matignon



Edouard Philippe is prime minister of France. He was deputy and mayor of Le Havre and he is the author of two novels with Gilles Boyer : L’heure de vérité (2009) and Dans l’ombre (2012).



Foreign Rights Eva Bredin-Wachter Rights Director [email protected] +33 1 44 41 74 30



Elsa Misson Rights Manager [email protected] +33 1 44 41 74 31



Spanish & Portuguese rights: A.C.E.R. Catherine Passion [email protected]
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reglement cadre jeux concours organises par editions jc lattes 

procéder à aucun tirage au sort, ni aucune désignation du gagnant, et sans pouvoir ... applicable au lot), ni à la remise de leur contre‐valeur en argent, ni à leur ...
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reglement cadre jeux concours organises par editions jc lattes 

22 juin 2015 - Support de Jeu pour la participation au Jeu et/ou la consultation du prÃ©sent rÃ¨glement en ligne seront Ã  leur charge. Article 4. MODALITES DE PARTICIPATION. Afin de participer aux Jeux proposÃ©s par la SociÃ©tÃ© Organisatrice, chaqu
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ce sur tous supports (livre, presse écrite, radio, télévision, cinéma, sites Internet etc ... Les participants peuvent exercer ce droit, par demande écrite adressée à.
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barometre-2017-jc copie - Institut CSA 

DE MOBILISATION DES Ã‰LUS. UN INTÃ‰RÃŠT POUR UNE INFORMATION PLUS LOCALE ET PLUS DIGITALE considÃ¨rent que le renouveau du centre-ville doit ...
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FRANKFURT 2016 

Mais moi, malgré tous mes efforts, je ne fais ap- paraître que ..... Mais pourquoi des montres molles ? ... des tableaux à la fois extraordinaires et repoussants, peut-être pas aussi fou qu'il en a l'air ! ... attentif, on peut en voir une autre ! Ce
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THE BEST OF MINIMUM FAX Frankfurt Book Fair 2017 - Anastasia 

Jonathan Lethem, Cormac McCarthy, Tho- mas Pynchon, David Foster Wallace and ar- riving to Richard Yates' Revolutionary Road â€“. Briasco leads us into a ...
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Frankfurt Book Fair 2017 Rights List - Anastasia Lester Literary Agency 

and writes a book that will help him dig into its grey areas. .... Foreign sales : already sold in 8 territories ...... cooking (yummy vegetarian dishes) and laughing ...
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Frankfurt Bookfair Fall 2017 Rights List - Anastasia Lester Literary 

Femina Prize in France and sold some 35, 000 copies in hardback. The novel she published in 2009, ... But survival is an art. And nothing will go as planned.
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